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Abstract:Now-a-days metamaterials or Double Negative Gain (DNG)Structure have been widely used due to
its potential applications. They are usually arranged in periodic patterns and gain properties not from their
composition, but from their exactingly-designed structures. In this paper we report the detailed design and
theoretical demonstration of the Split Ring Resonator (SRR),Metellic strip wires (SW) to develop metamaterials
which has been loaded on pyramidal horn antenna for X-band application . The obtained result from the HFSS
simulation concerning the constitutive parameters of the SRR, shows that there is a DNG permeability and
permittivity in the frequency of interest. The horn antenna is loaded with fabricated DNG structure and various
parameters have been measured at operating frequency of 8.5 GHz and 10 GHz. It was found that the results
are improved at 8.5 GHz as compared to that of unloaded condition, while at 10 GHz DNG structure worked as
normal material but the rate of performance of horn antenna decreases.
Keywords: DNG, Metamaterial, Pyramidal horn, SRR, SW, X-Band.

I.

Introduction

The horn-reflector antenna was selected for the satellite for the communication satellite that relay
television and radio signals, telephone calls and data around the worldground station of its broadband and lownoise properties along with certain operational advantages. Two commonly used microwave bands on satellites
are C-band used for long-distance radio and telecommunications and Ku-band used for broadcast television and
remote television uplinks. The pyramidal horn is widely used as a standard gain horn, as a feed for reflector and
as an element in phase array antennas due to its such salient features as high gain, moderate bandwidth,
construction simplicity, good power handling capability and low fabrication cost [1-4]. To make the pyramidal
horn more compact, several approaches that include lens-correction [5-7] and dielectric loading [8, 9] have been
considered. An important antenna design requirement is a wide impedance bandwidth.
Horn antennas loaded with dielectrics or ferrite materials [10], have desirable properties such as
increaseddirectivity, reduced side lobe level, wide bandwidth, low loss, and ease of fabrication [11, 12]. These
properties are particularly attractive for applications such as ultra-wideband (UWB) ground penetrating radars
(GPR) [13, 14]. Electronic devices utilizing antennas are limited in physical size as determined by the size of the
incorporated antenna. The characteristic dimensions of the antennas are directly proportional to their operation
wavelength (λ) and for efficient radiation and λ/2 for should be the effective length of the electrical sizes.The
introduction of the so-called meta-materials (MTMs), artiﬁcial materials which have engineered electromagnetic
responses, and their exotic properties have provided an alternate design approach that hasled to improved
performance characteristics of several radiating and scattering systems [15]. Left-handed meta-materials
(LHMs) are an artificial periodic structure, whose effective permittivity and permeability are simultaneously
less than zero [16]. The term “left-handed” has been used for such a medium, in which the vectors E, H and K
form a left-handed triplet, and the energy propagates in a direction opposite to that of the phase velocity. So
many peculiar electromagnetic properties occur, such as negative refraction [17], reversed Doppler shift [18],
perfect lens [19], etc. The initial analytical research into the meta-material-based EESA (eﬃcient electrically
small antenna) systems given in [20, 21] revealed that it is possible to design an EESA system formed by an
electrically small electric dipole antenna radiating in the presence of either an idealized homogeneous and
isotropic double-negative (DNG) spherical shell. As a special periodic structure, the reflection of LHMs may
widen their applications. Generally, ε and μ are both positive for ordinary materials. However, by taking
advantage of artificially constructed periodic structures, one can have negative values of ε and μ.The accepted
power (AP) in EESA is the power delivered to the antenna terminals from the source. It contains information
about any mismatch between the source, the feedline, and the antenna. Let P input be the input power of the
source. Let Z0 be the characteristic impedance of both the source and the feedline, i.e., assume that the feedline
is matched to the source. Let Zinput be the input impedance of the antenna. The reﬂection coeﬃcient at the
antenna is Γ = (Zinput − Z0)/(Zinput +Z0) and the accepted power by the antenna is then AP =(1− |Γ|2) Pinput, where
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the mismatch or accepted power eﬃciency AE =AP/1− |Γ|2. The radiation eﬃciency is the ratio of the total
power radiated to the accepted power, i.e., RE = Prad /AP.
Two common methods are used to obtain the effective parameters of a MM: the S-parameter retrieval
[22] and the field averaging method [23]. The first is based on measuring (or calculating) the S parameters (S11,
reflection and S21, transmission) of a MM slab, assuming they correspond to a homogeneous slab and then using
analytical inversion to find εand μfrom S11 and S21. In the field averaging method, the E and H fields of
propagating (Bloch) modes in an infinite MM are numerically calculated while effective μand εare found by
averaging the fields over a unit cell. In spectral regions where EM fields are not allowed to propagate (band
gaps), one has to find the complex Bloch bands [24] to obtain εand μ. With the exception of [25-27], studies
reported so far (numerical or experimental) assume the EM wave falling perpendicularly on the MM surface.
Scalar εand μobtained for perpendicular incidence cannot a priori be used for other angles because they do not
account for (bi) anisotropy. Also, since MMs are operated in a regime where the wavelength is at most one order
of magnitude larger than the unit cell, there is no a priori reason why the effective parameters would be angleindependent.
Meta-material super-strate composed of stacked S-shaped split ring resonators were used for the
design of WiMAX 2.5 GHz band (2.50-2.69 GHz) [28]. Regarding the E-plane horn antenna design, numerical
methods involving geometrical diffraction theory and conventional aperture techniques were employed to
analyze the radiation characteristics of E-plane horn antennas [29-31]. The radiation patterns of rectangular
electromagnetic horn antennas against the structural parameters such as flare angle and radial length were
systematically used for the design of pyramidal horn antenna [32]. A reflection of diffracted fields from the horn
interior and double diffraction at the aperture were considered to explain the gain variation observed in a
pyramidal horn antenna [33, 34]. Recently, several novel horn antennas of new type‟s geometry were designed
and analyzed such as compound box-horn antenna and modified TEM horn antenna [35, 36]. The former one
showedthe advantages of both the modified box-horn and pyramidal hornantennas whereas the latter one
removed fluctuations introduced byconventional TEM horn antenna by carving an arc shape on theantenna's
open end.
The present study is organized as follows. In Section Ipresents the basic concept of the geometry and
the operational principle of pyramidal horn and DNG meta-material.In Section IIIpresents Fabrication and
Testing of pyramidal Horn and pyramidal Horn loadedwith DNG.In Section,IV wedescribethe results of
experimentswithin the computing environment HFSS V.10,which is based on finite element method
(FEM)while Section V contains the conclusions andworking deductions.

II.Operational Principle And Geometry Of A Horn Antenna
An antenna may be considered as transformer from the impedance of a transmission line to the
impedance of the free space, 377 ohms. A common microwave transmission line is waveguide, a hollow pipe
carrying an electromagnetic wave. If one dimension of the pipe is greater than a half wavelength, then the wave
can propagate through the waveguide with extremely low loss. And if the end of a waveguide is simply left
open, the wave will radiate out from the open end.
Horn antennas are of aperture antennas class, directed radiation of which is formed by a flat opening S
surface. TheSimplest aperture antenna appears to be open end of a waveguide, though due to relatively small
size of radiating aperture against a wavelength λ, such antenna has a weak directivity. Improvement of the latter
can be achieved by a gradual extension of the opening size, due to which waveguide transforms into a horn
antenna.A horn antenna flared in a plane of the magnetic field H is called an H-plane sectoral horn. A horn
flared in the plane of the electric field E is called anE-plane sectoral horn. A horn flared in both the E and H
planes is called a pyramidal horn. The typical figure of horn antenna is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 2 shows the geometry of the horn antenna in more detail. The two lower figures are the crosssectional views along the xz- and yz-planes. It follows from the geometry that the various lengths and flare
angles are given by
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Fig.1.Pyramidal Horn
a AntennaFig.2.Geometry of the Horn Antenna
The quantities RA and RB represent the perpendicular distances from the plane of the waveguide
opening to the plane of the horn. Therefore, they must be equal, RA = RB. Given the horn sides A, B and the
common length RA (given by equation 1) allow the calculation of all the relevant geometrical quantities required
for the construction of the horn. The lengths Δa and Δb represent the maximum deviation of the radial distance
from the plane of the horn. The expressions given in 6 are approximations obtained when Ra >> A and Rb>> B.
Indeed, using the small - x expansion,

x
1  x  1  (5)
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By using this expression, the following parameters are evaluated:
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The two expressions are equal within the assumed approximation order. The length Δa is the maximum
deviation of the radial distance at the edge of the horn plane, that is, at x = ± A/2. For any other distance x along
the A-side of the horn, and distance y along the B-side, the deviations will be:

 a ( x) 

x2
y2
, a ( y) 
(7)
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The quantities k Δa(x) and kΔb(y) are the relative phase differences at the point (x, y) on the aperture of the horn
relative to the center of the aperture. To account for these phase differences, the aperture electric field is
assumed to have the form:

x 
E y ( x, y)  Eo cos   e jk a ( x )e jk b ( y ) (8)
 A
Or

x 
E y ( x, y)  Eo cos   e jk a ( x )e jk b ( y ) (9)
 A
We have noticed that at the connecting end of the waveguide the electric field is

x 
E y ( x, y)  Eo cos 

 A

and changes gradually into the form of (9) at the horn end. Because the aperture sides A, B are assumed to be
large compared to λ, the Huygens source assumption is fairly accurate in the tangential aperture magnetic field

1
H x ( x, y )   E y  x, y  , so that:
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The quantities kΔa, kΔb is the maximum phase deviations in radians. Therefore, Δ a/λ and Δb/λ will be the
maximum deviations in cycles. We define the following quantities :
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It turns out that the optimum values of these parameters that result into the highest directivity are approximately:
Sa = 3/8 and Sb = 1/4. For the purpose of deriving convenient expressions for the radiation patterns of the horn,
we define the related quantities:
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rewrite the aperture fields in the form: For −A/2 ≤ x ≤ A/2 and −B/2 ≤ y ≤ B/2,
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The radiated power Prad is obtained by integrating the Poynting vector of the aperture fields over the horn area.

Pr ad 

1
2
Eo ( AB) (15)
4

It follows that the horn directivity will be

D  4
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4
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Using the optimum values of 𝜎𝑎 and 𝜎𝑏 weobtain the optimum value of 𝑒 as 0.49. This transforms the directivity
of the horn antenna as

D  0.49

4

2

AB (19)

Some of the other important parameters of the horn antenna are defined below.
Beam width between first nulls

( E  plane) 
Beam width between first nulls

( H  plane) 
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III.Fabrication Of The Dng And Horn Annetna
Fabrication of any structure should be preceded by the proper designing of the structure so that t he
structure meets the requirements. Fabrication of SRR structure and SW structure is carried out separately and
then these two structures are combined to form the required DNG structure.Here the dimensions of the DNG
structure are taken as: l= 3 mm, d = t = g = 0.3 mm, a = 0.5 mm, b = 3 mm, the spacing between the DNG units
is 4 mm as shown in Figure4.

Fig. 4(a) DNG structure geometry, (b) Dimensions of the DNG structure.
Here the unit cell of DNG structure is replicated many times so that the whole DNG structure has a
dimension of 10cm*8cm which is required to completely cover the face of the horn antenna on which testing is
done.
The photo of the DNG structure fabricated is shown in Figure 5.The two structures shown above are joined to
form the required DNG structure and then the DNG structure is tested in the presence of the horn antenna.

Fig.5 (a) Strip Wire structure

Fig. 5 (b) Split Ring Resonator structure.

The horn antenna has a dimensionof 2.65*1.944in at the mouth and a dimension of 0.9*0.4in at the throat of the
horn antenna. The horn antenna is enclosed in a radiation boundary of dimension 5in*4in*3in. In Figure 6
structures are shown.
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Fig.6 (a) Horn Antenna used for simulation (b) Dimensions of the horn antenna.

TESTING

Testing is done in two steps. Firstly the horn antenna characteristics without DNG structure are
measured. The E – Plane, H – Plane radiation patterns at 8.5GHz and 10GHz frequencies are measured with the
experimental setup shown in Figure 7. The E – Plane and H – Plane cross polarization patterns at the two
frequencies are also measured with the experimental setup shown in Figure 7. The radiation patterns are plotted
with the help of Microsoft Excel software. The horn antenna which is used for testing has the dimensions of
9.6cm*7.6cm at the mouth and 2.286cm*1.016cm at the throat. The axial length of the horn antenna is 11.5cm.
From this information one will be able to calculate the flare angles.
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Fig. 7 Laboratory setup for measuring antenna characteristics without DNG structure.
As the gain of the standard antenna is known the gain of our test antenna is calculated using the formula:
𝐺1
𝑅
= 1
𝐺2

𝑅2

(24)

After the measurement with the standard horn antenna, the standard horn antenna is replaced by the test horn
antenna. The DNG structure is placed infront of the horn antenna and the radiation characteristics of the horn
antenna are measured with DNG at both 8.5 GHz and 10 GHz, experimental setup shown in Figure 7. The gain
of test antenna with DNG is calculated from (24) at both the frequencies.
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Fig. 8.Laboratory setup for measuring antenna characteristics with DNG structure.

IV. Result
The magnitude and phase plots of S11 and S21 of the DNG structure are shown in Figure 9 and 10. The
effective permittivity and effective permeability are plotted as shown in Figure 11.
Figure9 & 10 shows that the DNG structure produces a passband in which the magnitude of S 21 is
greater than that of S11. From Figure 11,it could be understood that this DNG structure is producing effective
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negative permittivity and permeability in a passband.There was a peak in the magnitude of S21 curve and a sharp
transition in the phase of the S21 curve at the frequencies where the effective permittivity and permeability are
simultaneously negative. Because of this extraordinary property of the DNG structure, DNG structure can be
applied to an antenna to congregate the incident radiation field. The unit number of the antenna arrays could be
reduced for the same gain, which has the greatest significance of the minimization design of the antenna arrays.

Fig.9. Magnitude plots of S11 and S21.

Fig.10. Phase plot of S11 and S21.

Fig. 11.Effective Permittivity and Permeability of the DNG structure.
After simulating the DNG structure to obtain simultaneous effective negative permittivity and
permeability one will be interested to know how the passband characteristics vary with varying various
parameters of the DNG structure. The first parameter of interest is the alignment of SRR‟s and SW‟s. SW‟s are
rotated in a direction in which they will always remain parallel to the SRR‟s. The simulation results are provided
for θ=0, 45, 90, 135o keeping other parameters as constant like :d‟=0.5mm, D=1mm, thickness=0.01mm and
ε=3.27. The simulation results are shown in Figure 12 (a) to (d).
It is evident that as the SW is moving away from the slits of the SRR there was frequency downshift in
the passband characteristics. This can be clearly understood for θ = 0, 45, 90o. But as the SW is rotated by 135o,
the SW starts moving towards the slits of the SRR and there was a frequency up shift in the passband
characteristics when compared to the characteristics for θ = 90o. If the SW is closer to the slits of the SRR, than
the current flow between the rings of the SRR is reduced because the current starts flowing through the in the
same ring though the SW at the slits. This results in a lower value of distributed capacitancewhich yields a
higher resonant frequency. If the SW is away from the slits of the SRR, there will be a larger flow of current
between the two concentric rings of the SRR resulting in a higher value of distributed capacitance and hence the
resonant frequency is lower when compared to the case where the SW is closer to the slits of the SRR.
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(a)

θ = 0o(b) θ = 45o

(c ) θ = 90o(d)θ = 135o
Fig. 12.Variation of S21 with the microwave frequency at the different angle of incidence
The next parameter of interest is the thickness of copper coating used for the design of SRR‟s and SW‟s.
Keeping d‟=0.5mm, D=0.5mm and ε=2.6 simulation results are provided for three copper thicknesses 0.01mm,
0.05mm and 0.1mm. Their investigated results are shown in Figure 13(a) to (d).By observing the characteristics
in all the cases it is evident that there was a frequency upshift in the passband characteristics as we increase the
copper thickness. This upshift in the passband characteristics is due to the change in the capacitance and
inductance values of the DNG structure.
The dielectric constant of the dielectric used for the design of DNG structure affects the passband
characteristics. The dielectric constant is varied from 2 to 17 keeping other parameters at d‟=0.5mm, D=0.5mm,
Th=0. 01mm are constant. From the simulated results one can observe two prominent effects which is shown in
Figure 14 (a) to (e). First one is that there was a frequency downshift in the pass band characteristics with an
increase in dielectric constant and the second one is that the width of the passband goes on decreasing with an
increase in the dielectric constant of the dielectric. As capacitance is directly proportional to the permittivity of
the medium the passband characteristics shift downward with an increase in the permittivity of the DNG
structure.
Distance between two SRR structures also plays an important factor. To know how the distance
between two SRR‟s effects the passband characteristics one has to keep all parameters constant and vary the
distance between two SRR‟s. Here the parameters are fixed as d‟=0.5 mm, Thickness = 0.01 mm and ε=3.27.
We vary the distance between SRR‟s from 1 mm to 5 mm and observe its effect. The simulated results are
shown in Figure 15 (a) to (d) . From the results, it could be observed that there was frequency downshift in
passband characteristics with increasing distance. It could also observed that the passband is becoming
narrower. Also the distortion in the passband gets increased when we increase the distance between the SRR‟s.
The distortion is so high that almost the passband is vanished.
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(a) Thickness = 0.01mm.

(b) Thickness = 0.05mm.

(c) Thickness = 0.1mm
Fig. 13.Variation of S21 with the applied frequency at the different thickness of the copper
The distance between the SRR‟s and SW‟s i.e. the thickness of the dielectric also affects the characteristics of
the pass band. To study how the pass band characteristics change we have taken D=0.5mm, Th=0.01mm, ε=2.6
and varied the distance between SRR‟s and SW‟s (d‟). Here we simulate the passband characteristics for two
distances 0.5mm and 0.75mm. The simulated results are shown Figure 16 (a) and (b) . From the results we
observe that there was a slight frequency upshift with an increase in the distance between SRR‟s and SW‟s.

(a) ε = 2.2

(b) ε = 6.5
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(c )ε = 8.3

(d) ε = 12.9

(e) ε = 16.5
Fig. 14.Variation of the S21 with applied frequency at different dielectric constant

(a) D = 1mm.

(b) D = 3mm.

(c ) D = 5mm.
Fig.15. Variation of S21 with applied frequency at different SRR distance
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(a) d‟ = 0.5mm.
(b) d‟ = 0.75mm.
Fig.16.Variation of S21 with applied frequency at different distance between SRR and SW
After studying the effect of various parameters on the passband characteristics of the DNG structure the
next step is to observe how the DNG structure affects the characteristics of the horn antenna. The horn antenna
without the DNG structure is simulated and the horn antenna characteristics are noted. After this step simulation
of the combination of horn antenna and DNG structure is carried out and the characteristics of the combination
are noted. By comparing these two cases we could clearly observe the effect of DNG on the horn antenna.
At 8.5 GHz frequency, wheresimultaneous negative permittivity and permeability are obtained the
antenna characteristics with and without DNG structure are given in Table1. From the table it is evident that the
directive gain of the antenna increases when the combination of antenna and DNG structure is used. This proves
that the DNG structure has the ability to congregate energy.
TABLE1. Antenna characteristics at 8.5 GHz frequency
Paramter

Without DNG

With DNG

Max U

2.4595

2.3227

Peak Directivity

28.568

28.817

Peak Gain

30.997

29.237

Peak Realized Gain

30.907

29.189

Radiated power

1.0819

1.0129

Accepted power

0.9971

0.99835

Incident Power

1

1

Radiation Efficiency

1.085

1.0146

Decay Factor

0

0

At 10 GHz frequencies, where the DNG structure acts as an ordinary structure with positive
permittivity and permeability, the antenna characteristics are given in Table 2. From the table it is evident that
the directive gain of the antenna decreases when the horn antenna is simulated along with the DNG structure.
This is because some of the radiation is blocked by structure from reaching the receiver.
TABLE 2.Antenna Parameters at 10 GHz frequency.
Parameter

Without DNG

With DNG

Max U

3.4882

3.2252

Peak Directivity

40.18

40.131

Peak Gain

43.948

40.662

Peak Realized Gain

43.835

40.53

Radiated power

1.091

1.0099

Accepted power

0.99744

0.99677

Incident Power

1

1

Radiation Efficiency

1.0938

1.0132

Decay Factor

0

0

After obtaining the antenna characteristics with and without DNG structure through simulation, testing
of the fabricated DNG structure is carried out in the Laboratory. The E – Plane, H – Plane patterns for Co and
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Cross polarizations at 8.5 GHz and 10 GHz are measured.The information regarding the gains of the antenna
with and without DNG structure is given in Table 3. From the table one could observe that the DNG structure
causes an increase in the gain of the antenna in the DNG range and a decrease in gain when the frequency is not
in the DNG range. The H – Plane radiation patterns at 8.5 GHz (both co-polar and cross polar) are as shown in
Figure17. Various parameters like peak relative gain, 3 dB beamwidth, first side-lobe level and cross
polarization level for the radiation characteristics are given in Table 4.
TABLE 3. Gain information of horn antenna with and without DNG at 8.5 GHz and 10 GHz.
Parameter

8.5GHZ

10GHz

λ

3.5294cm

3cm

Gain of Standard antenna

35.086

48.562

Gain of Test antenna without DNG

39.2629

53.56

Gain of Test antenna with DNG

42.2751

42.8488

TABLE 4. H – Plane characteristics with and without DNG structure.
Parameter
Maximum relative Gain (dB)

Without DNG

With DNG

-0.52178

0

o

20

First Side lobe Level (dB)

-19 dB

-20

Relative Cross Polarization level (dB)

-17.6049

-16.037

Co Polarization Pattern
Without DNG
Co Polarization Pattern
With DNG
Cross Polarization
Pattern Without DNG
Cross Polarization
Pattern With DNG

Relative Gain (dB)

H - Plane Patterns at f = 8.5 GHz

–

16o

Half Power Beam Width

Angle (Deg)

Fig. 17.H– Plane patterns at 8.5 GHz frequency
The E – Plane radiation patterns at 8.5 GHz (both co-polar and cross polar) are as shown in Figure 18. Various
parameters like peak relative gain, 3 dB beamwidth, firstsidelobe level and cross polarization level for the
radiation characteristics are given in Table 5.
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Co Polarization Pattern
Without DNG

E - Plane Patterns at f = 8.5 GHz

Co Polarization Pattern With
DNG

Relative Gain (dB)

Cross Polarization Pattern
Without DNG

Angle (Deg)

Fig. 18. E – Plane patterns at 8.5 GHz frequency
TABLE 5. E – Plane characteristics with and without DNG structure
Parameter
Maximum relative Gain (dB)
Half Power Beam Width
First Side lobe Level (dB)
Relative Cross Polarization level (dB)

Without DNG
0
22 o
-19
-15.7403

With DNG
-0.9691
20 o
-18
-16.2464

It could be observed from the above information that the gain of the horn antenna increases in the
presence of DNG structure and the half power beamwidth as well as the first sidelobe levels are decreased
which implies that the antenna is more directive with the presence of the DNG structure at 8.5 GHz. But the
disadvantage with the DNG structure is that we are getting an increase in the cross polarization levels at 8.5
GHz.
The H – Plane radiation patterns at 10 GHz (both copolar and cross polar) are as shown in Figure 19.
Various parameters like peak relative gain, 3 – dB beamwidth, first sidelobe level and cross polarization level
for the radiation characteristics are given in Table:6. The E – Plane radiation patterns at 10 GHz (both copolar
and cross polar) are as shown in Figure 20. Various parameters like peak relative gain, 3 – dB beam width, first
side lobe level and cross polarization level for the radiation characteristics are given in Table: 7.
Co Polarization Pattern
Without DNG

H - Plane Pattern at f = 10 GHz

Co Polarization Pattern
With DNG

Relative Gain (dB)

Cross Polarization Pattern
Without DNG
Cross Polarization Pattern
With DNG

Angle (Deg)

.
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Fig.19.H – Plane patterns at 10 GHz frequency
TABLE 6. H – Plane characteristics with and without DNG structure
Parameter

Without DNG

With DNG

Maximum relative Gain (dB)

-0.34762

0

Half Power Beam Width

17

o

14 o

First Side lobe Level (dB)

-13

-14

Relative Cross Polarization level (dB)

-17.5222

-16.9481

E - Plane Pattern at f = 10 GHz

Relative Gain (dB)

Co Polarization
Pattern Without
DNG

Co Polarization
Pattern With DNG

Angle (Deg)
Fig. 20.E – Plane patterns at 10 GHz frequency
Table7. E –
characteristics
and without
structure

Parameter

Without DNG

With DNG

Maximum relative Gain (dB)

0

-0.9691

Half Power Beam Width (dB)

18o

20o

First Side lobe Level (dB)

-15

-16

Plane
with
DNG

It could be observed from the above information that the gain of the horn antenna decreases in the
presence of DNG structure at 10 GHz because the DNG structure acts as an ordinary DPS material at this
frequency. The half power beamwidth increases, the first sidelobe levels are decreased which indicates that the
antenna is becoming less directive in the presence of the DNG structure at 10 GHz. The cross polarization levels
decrease in the presence of DNG structure at 10 GHz frequency.
The input VSWR of the horn antenna with and without the DNG structure is measured and the results
are as shown in Figure 21. At 8.5 GHz the difference between the two curves is more because the reflected
power from the DNG structure gets congregated because of the DNG effect and the antenna receives more
reflected power at this frequency.
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Input VSWR

VSWR

Without DNG
With DNG

Frequency (GHz)
Fig. 21. Input VSWR with and without DNG structure.

V. Conclusion
1.
2.

3.

4.

At 8.5 GHz where the Double Negative Structure gives simultaneous negative permittivity and
permeability, an improvement in the radiation characteristics of the horn antenna is observed.
An improvement in the gain of the horn antenna and a decrease in its 3-dB beamwidth has been obtained
at 8.5 GHz. The sidelobe level decreases and an increment in the cross-polarization level have been
obtained at 8.5 GHz in the presence of Double Negative Structure. It has been verified both by simulation
and testing that the horn antenna becomes more directive in the presence of the Double Negative Structure.
At 10 GHz frequencies where the Double Negative Structure behaves as an ordinary Double Positive
Structure, decrease in the gain of the horn antenna is obtained. An increment in 3-dB beamwidth along with
a decrease in sidelobe level and cross polarized level has been obtained at 10 GHz. The input VSWR
increases in the presence of Double Negative Structure at both 8.5 GHz and 10GHz.
DNG structure can be made on different dielectric substrates and the difference between the two structures
can be studied. Different types of resonator structures can be used instead of Split Ring Resonators to obtain
negative permeability. An array of infinitesimally small metallic spheres can be used instead of an array of
Strip Wires to produce negative permittivity.
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